
Taskstream Program Assessment Training Modules 

Module 5:  How do I enter my Assessment Results in Taskstream? 

This guide assumes you are starting in your program workspace.  If you need help on how to log into the system, please consult Module 1 on logging 
in for Program Assessment work.  

This guide will lead you through the steps to enter the results related to your assessment work. Note that for each 
measure, the system will hold a space for results specific to that measure.  Summary sections are also available for you 
to input a synopsis of your findings or reflections on your work.   

Step 1:  To begin, make sure you are in the “Edit Content” tab, and please go to the “Assessment Results” listed in the left side of the 
program assessment workspace and click on the term Assessment Results.  To open the area for editing, click "Check Out" to open this 

requirement. 

 



 

Step 2:  Find the measure you need to add results for and click the “Add Findings” button on the right side of the screen.(N.B. Findings 
= Results in Taskstream terminology) This will open a text entry box for your results and brief analysis to be entered.  Note you will be 
able to attach other documents after completing this information.  A section allowing you to describe what is in the attachments have 

been added. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Clicking “Add Findings” will bring this text entry screen.   

 

Repeat this step for each measure.  When done with entering results for any specific measure,  click “Submit”   

 



 

 

Step 3 (Optional):  Click “Add/Edit Attachments and Links” button to add supporting files.  You may also continue to edit the 
information or remove it using the “Edit” and “Remove” buttons related to a set of findings (aka results).    

 



 

Step 4:  After all results for each measure are entered for a given cycle.  Then make use of the Overall 
Recommendations text box and Overall Reflections to capture ideas that span over all your results. Major trends, 

takeaways from your results.  Also the Reflection area may be good to identify any useful steps to continue or 
challenges faced in the cycle.     

 

Step 5:  Once completed with entering information, you can click “Check In” to close the area.   

 

Step 6:  In the future as we develop the feedback mechanism for your assessment work, you may need to use the Submission & Read 
Reviews tab to submit this results area for review. 

If you have additional questions,  please contact Dr. Patrick Barlow, Assessment Coordinator.  A Screencast of this same 
process is available on the Taskstream page on the UWL website at https://www.uwlax.edu/taskstream/program-

assessment/faculty-materials/    
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